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The following document synthetizes the main ideas and positions of the Notebook 05
International action for an attractive city of the Euro Latin American Alliance of cooperation
among cities, AL-LAs. 
 
What can city, regionnal, province or municipal authorities and actors do to make their
territory have renown? Over the las years, different strategies have multiplied to create
foreign visibility and projection and providing the territory with an identity, image, model or
brand that provides international recognition.
 
But, what is behind the so coveted territorial marketing or branding? How to make the
territory attractive for tourism, foreign investment, commerce, business and talent? To what
extent organizing big events, winning awards and being listed in international indexes and
rankings provide something to local development? What international allies and cooperation
tools exist to boost local territorial attractiveness public policies?
 
This notebook covers these questions from a reflexive vision based on practical examples and
highlighting the construction of a local identity as a core element for international
attractiveness and image of a territory. In it, we establish that to be on the world stage it does
not suffice to imagine a logo, a slogan or publicity campaign, powerful as they might be. On
the contrary, experience shows that success is found where world visibility is a product of an
imaginary and collective narrative that have acknowledgment and appropriation by local
population.
Therefore, more than developing "brands", the AL-LAs project bets on building city "models"
based on a legitimate and citizen local identity.

INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER I. 
 
IDENTITY: BASIS FOR INTERNATIONAL
ATTRACTIVENESS OF A TERRITORY
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Over several years, international attractiveness of a
territory was understood as a mere marketing, branding
or publicity slogan issue. 
 
Most local policies of external promotion were reduced
to a couple traditional topics: attracting investment and
tourism. However, recent experience shows that the most
successful international attractiveness strategies are
those who go beyond simple diffusion of a logo or an
inviting slogan; their success lays in highlighting the
authentic features of a legitimate territorial identity.
 
International attractiveness turns into a development
engine, an economy and social wellfare detonator,
thanks to an increase in commerce, tourism, business,
culture, talent, human capital and international event
influx.
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From the identity perspective, attractiveness is understood
as the storytelling of a city that wants to be shown to
others through images, to model the way in which it is
received and diffuse the message it wants to be
remembered by.
 
However, territorial identity is not written in stone. A city
can have deep transformations and lead to a perception
change in others. Image is key to build the project of a
future city and move energies and citizen consensus. It is
important, though, to avoid fashion models. When cities try
to consolidate or change its identity, this has a
psychological effect on its residents and possible visitors.
 
For a local government, it is vital to ask if the citizen
identifies themselves with the intended image and values
for their city.
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CHAPTER II. 
 
THREE APPROACHES TO TERRITORIAL ATTRACTIVENESS



City marketing has ben one of the most
widespread strategies for territory attractiveness
boosting. It designs promotion, image and
publicity strategies to project the city, position it
and differentiate it from others, provide an image
and make it a more attractive destination. 
 
City marketing thinks of a city as a commodity,
with features that presents a product "on sale." Its
focus prioritizes and models image as an
intangible commodity that is the main way to
foster territorial outreach, its infallible tool is the
brand.
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2. Three approaches to territorial attractiveness

2.1 Marketing, branding, city brand

Usually, city branding derives from a marketing
plan developed in a similar way to any commercial
product or service. It comes from the analysis of
the city internal and external context, the
definition of the niche or possible market in which
the city wants to focus and in establishing
objectives on the short, middle and long term.
 
Although the amount of cities using this strategy is
on the rise, we need to mention that a city brand
must not be artificial and based on an illegitimate
identity, which is not shared by population and
placed as a long term strategy, that would lead to
negative effects for city fame. Disenchantment
produces devastating effects.



Another international attractiveness strategy for a city is positioning as a
competitive territory for companies and investments. Economic specialization
of a territory on a productive branch produces a virtuous cycle that boosts
investment and talent attraction and providing the city a specific identity and
seducing people into staying or returning. Thus, a competitiveness process
comes from identifying dynamic and static advantages of a territory.
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2.2 Competitive cities and territories

Comparative advantages of a territory

Dynamic advantages

Qualified human resources
Workforce costs
Technological and business
innovation capacity
Inter-company cooperation
Favorable institutional context

Geographic location
Infrastructure availability
Acceptable environmental
standards
Workforce availability
Access to necessary resources
and material

Static advantages

Boosting static advantages (geography,
infrastructure, workforce...) does not suffice, it is
also necessary to choose strategies that increase
territorial attractiveness. This is why dynamic
advantages must be created (qualified human
resources, workforce costs, technological and
business innovation capacity, inter-company
cooperation, favorable institutional context to
be competent).
 
Nowadays, local governments realize having an
incentive catalogue to be competitive and win at
"investor hunting" is not enough to turn its
territory into an attractive destination on the
long term. An attractive city must assume
increasing its citizens' life quality as the first
attractiveness factor. Until recently, this seemed
as a secondary factor and nowadays is
determinant in company relocation decisions,
investment destinations and tourism.



If a city lacks an explicit calling or model, local governments
can promote multi-actor dialogue as an democratic meeting
point to agree on the image that best identifies the city.
It is important to acknowledge that the model city
conformation process and consolidating their foreign
projection can last decades. To be attractive and find its
model, cities must avoid superficial images and
communication strategies alienated from the real city, its
live forces and its concrete attributes.

City models come as an original answer to globalization and
the reconfiguration of the Nation-State. They are ideal
referents in comparison to others due to the proper
implementation of diverse-natured public policies, which have
become good practices and often are replicated or adapted
globally.
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2.3 Model city

1. Identity shared with local population
2. Unequivocal calling
3. Reference to other cities that are exemplified
4. Coherent strategy to convey its image
5. International recognition
6. Long-term model sustainability

Examples of cities with identity

Characteristics of a model city

Cannes - Cinema - known for its international cinema festival.
Curitiba - Urbanism - Example of urbanism and movility.
Dubai - Architecture - An architecture innovation capital
Las Vegas - Gambling - famous for its casinos and night life
Milan - Fashion - considered as fashion capital thanks to its
renowned designers
Wimbledon - Tennis - world famous for its natural grass court
tennis tournament



CHAPTER I I .  
THREE APPROACHES TO TERRITORIAL
ATTRACTIVENESS
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Building identity from culture is related to investing in
monuments, equipment or events with high symbolism
accumulation capacities. It is also reflected in building its own
image through selecting single elements that reflect the
existing identity: patrimonial, natural or architectural spaces,
current or past personalities, anniversaries, celebrations or
meaningful activities.
 
The city of Bilbao (Basque Country, Spain) planned an urban
renewal through builging the Goggenheim museum at the
end of the 1990s and achieved such an increase in
attractiveness it was called the "Bilbabo effect" (Bacharach,
2014) or the "Guggenheim effect."

Territorial identity comes from culture and memory, socially
shared representations of a shared past and present, which in
turn constitutes the main source of attractiveness.
Culture allows to activate memory and evoke a city, both for
its inhabitants and visitors, generating a common language,
shared and identifiable code and value system to the inside
and outside.
 
Culture can contribute to attraction processes  of cities in a
triple dimension:
1. "to the inside" means making local actors and citizens part
of an attractiveness process through "shared codes"
2. "to the outside" where culture and its actors help project
the city and its attractiveness to the exterior
3. "transversally" to foster interchange with other cities
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3.1 Cultural and artistic destinations



Sport can be considered as one of the main culture forms in the
20th and 21st centuries. It is not gratuitous, for instance, that
football, and sports in general, have a place in what we can call
the geo-reference of the collective imaginary.
 
However, it does not seem that coexistence between sports and
culture in plenty of institutional organizations have contributed
to the dialogue between both disciplines. Sports is the main
entertainment and amusement focus among the people, its
diffusion through means of communication is a truly efficient
way for a city or territory to draw the world's attention. 
 
The big sports events like the Pan American games, the Olympic
Games or World Championships have an impact that generates
income and all sorts of benefits for the hosting territories.
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3.2 Sport territories

Example:  Barcelona '92

The Olympic games of Barcelona, Spain, in 1992 were more than a
mere sports event for a plethora of reasons. The games helped
Barcelona rethink the city and present the international scene to a
modern, hospitable, daring, inventive, creative, innovative, and
cosmopolitan capital with a style of its own; a city with an
excellent life quality, that has a great self esteem and pride by its
citizens.
The great success of the Barcelona Games lays in finding the city
capacity to exploit this type of events to the maximum through:
1. Stimulate city transformation.
2. Involve all citizens in a collective city project.
3. Show a redesigned and different city to the world.
4. Show to the people the capacity of Barcelona to organize and
manage an event of such magnitude.
5. Maximize the benefits on infrastructure development to serve
the citizens.



The economic features of a territory and its capacity to attract
capital have become new and powerful attraction and
attention anchors on a global scale. Nowadays, increasing city
competence to attract natural and legal persons is one of the
main factors to redefine the urban geography of continents.
The growing international work division have developed new
functions, not only for people, but also for cities; this leads
local governments to generate a "territorial offer engineering"
that requires knowledge about the territory and its available
resources, the capacity to interact with the investors and to
have a clear and precise identification of their needs, good
cooperation between local actors involved in setting the
territorial offer and the citizen acceptance of said investors'
arrival.
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3.3 Attractive territories for commerce,  business and investment

Example:  GOAL BELO!
The end objective of the Goal Belo! program is to promote and talk
about the municipality on an international scale, to publish the
efforts for local development with a focus on sectors that favor
economy, promote business among local and international
companies, close deals, broaden markets for local companies and
open opportunities to gain recognition and turn the city into an
international referent in hosting events. The project started in 2013,
when Brazil hosted the Confederations Cup, on the threshold of the
2014 World Cup.
 
The main objectives of the program have been:
1) capitalize the mega-event to attract foreign investment,
2) promote commerce in Belo Horizonte and
3) Support activities developed to pursuit city internationalization.
This program had as a main proposal to invite and bring experts,
journalists, executives and thought leaders from all over the world.
These are references and act in the main sectors (Information
technologies and communication, biotechnology, fashion and
design) stated by several studies and by the government as
priorities for regional economic growth.

More information at :  http://www.goalbelo.com/



The possibility of attracting and linking foreign students,
scientifics, technicians, artists, writers, programmers, among
many other trades and professions provides the city with social
and economic dynamics that have plenty of benefits. In the age
of knowledge, the reasons that lead to a successful city are
more related to its human capital and less with its physical
infrastructure. The local government is responsible for building
this attractiveness through knowledge, in collaboration with the
academic and business sectors through scientific and
technologic innovation policies. Thus, the city will be able to
offer the conditions for startup development (entrepeneurship
iniciatives), technological hubs and knowledge (brainports),
learning clusters, research centers, development and
innovation. Examples of knowledge cities abound: Cambridge
and Oxford, in the United kingdom, or Boston in the United
States are just some of the most representative examples.

Gastronomy constitutes an increasingly important sector, both in
economic terms as in building a brand image of cities and regions.
In Latin America, Peru stands out, with Lima at the forefront of
the movement lead by chef Gaston Acurio and the Mistura
gastronomic expo, whose main objective is to consolidate Lima
as the Gastronomic Capital of Latin America on 2021.

Among the new territorial attractiveness topics, those who are
focused on the care and comfort of the visitors in very specific
life aspects such as health, solidarity tourism and non
discrimination due to sexual orientation stand out.
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3.4 Talent and knowledge
territories

3.5 Gastronomic cities

3.6 Health tourism, Bio and gay
friendly destinations

3.7 Smart territories, cities
and innovation

The "Smart City" concept is relatively new and is not free from debate. Generally, a city can be defined as
"smart" when the social investment, human capital, communications and infrastructures live in hamony
with sustainable economic development. Smart cities rely on the use of new technologies to seek a
better life quality and prudent management of natural resources.



CHAPTER IV. 
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION
FORMS
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International contests or prizes organized by the cities
and awarding other cities have a double purpose: it
provides the host city with visibility and leadership on
the topic being awarded as well as those who receive the
award. The prizes also help to create "fidelity " to other
cities. In other words, participating, postulating and
winning cities are involved one with another and turn
into a network.

4. International recognition forms

4.1 International awards
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Organizing big international events causes two deep
impacts: investments and money from visitors and
spectators looking at the event and knowing more about
the city. The attractiveness related to organizing big
events depends on the political will of the local
government and its articulation with other actors. The
strategy may only be useful to companies involved in the
organization or it can look forward to improving the
general population life quality.

4.2 Host cities: events, congresses,
conventions

The indexes usually create lists of the "top ten" cities in all possible and imaginable topics. Its proliferation is such and thir comparison
methodologies so diverse almost any city can find a index in which it can be placed among the best ten cities in the world in some topic.
However, local governments must be wary of comparative numeric indexes to portray themselves as the best compared of others.
Classification criteria can be confusing, figures can be of little comparison, realities can be too diverse. Furthermore, using figures
involves a risk as they are quickly outdated.

4.3 Indexes, ratings, rankings, 
benchmarking



CHAPTER V. 
 
KEY IDEAS TO GET YOUR CITY ON THE WORLD MAP
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Building identity demands the participation of interest
groups in the city, both public and private, scholars, civil
society and though leaders.

A model of an international reference city reknown for so will be
also based on local population life quality and its capacity to
share said wellfare with its visitors. Proper services and
infrastructure are elemental prerequisites all local governments
must provide to serve the population with dignity.

A city can turn into an international destination with relative
ease, when the government and society meet to project a
legitimate, concrete and real identity.
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5.1 Territory identification:
a task for everybody

5.2 Local government as
articulator
It is through openness, mutual understanding and will to
share ideas and motivations that the local government will
act as articulator to develop a vision of the city 'aspiration',
reachable through planning and concrete public policy
implementation.

5.3 The importance of
having proper services and
infrastructure

5.4 Imagine the future: the
potential territory on the
long term



Each city is unique, irreplacable,
authentic and thus original.
Considering good practices and other
cities' models is one way to learn what  
others have done, but this does not
mean copying and imposing models
artificially and without reflecting.

It is necessary to publish what is going
on in the city. However, building
territorial identity means that
whatever is said about the city must
nourish both the internal and external
image. All cities have an image,
positive or otherwise, but internal
image (the one the local population
has) not always matches the external
(the one held overseas).

The attractiveness of a territory will
be greatly strengthened if local
policies go hand in hand with an
international component. But local
government internationalization must
also be done from a cooperation
perspective, not so much as from of
competence. For the AL-LAs project,
this is undoubtedly a key idea that is
repeated through all our learning and
which means the core of our action as
an alliance of cities, territories and
networks that support mutually, that
go hand in hand and benefit mutually
from the experience of the others.
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5.5 The elemental
originality

5.6 Seduction through
narrative

5.7 Internationalization
and cooperation



The creation of this Executive Synthesis of the Notebook for City
Internationalization Collection was possible thanks to the financial support of the
Joint Trust of Cooperation Mexico-Uruguay, in the framework of the South-South
Cooperation Project for innovation, inclusion and internationalization of the
Governments ot Mexico City and Montevideo.
The opinions herein expressed are the sole responsibility of the authors and in
no way do they reflect the official posture of the members and collaborators of
AL-LAS nor the cooperation agencies.

Editorial Design: Jorge Montes
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